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PHOTOSHOP: MAP MAKING : CONVERTING A HAND DRAWN SKETCH INTO AN ALPHA MAP
SKILL LEVEL : BEGINNER

ABOUT: THIS TUTORIAL IS TO TAKE A HAND DRAWN SKETCH AND TURN IT INTO A BLACK AND WHITE ALPHA 
FOR CONTINUING WITH THE OTHER TUTORIALS.

If you're not a complete beginner, or want to skim through all the detail explanation, I've highlighted the key 
parts, so just look out for those.

THE FINAL RESULT:

This is what we are doing - from a very simple sketch to an alpha map so you can then use it as a starting 
point for almost anything else.. 

Getting the Sketch into Photoshop

1:0 Use a Scanner to import your sketch into Photoshop, or you can hand draw it in Photoshop - or another 
paint software. For the purposes of this tutorial, it doesn't matter where the source comes from, so I've 
sketch a simple coast line. I'm sure your sketch will have detail on it of names of cities and features. Adding 
these in Photoshop are covered in the second tutorial so though I might add stuff, there's no need to cover it 
here.

If you don't have access to a scanner, but do have a digital camera, you could try photographing your sketch 
at a high resolution and then upload to your computer.

Note on Scanners: Keep an eye on the Dots Per Inch [ aka: DPI ] or Pixels Per Inch [ PPI ]. about 200-300 
should be fine, it all depends if you can see the sketch OK when the Photoshop file is at 100% as if you had 
it stuck to the monitor. You might have drawn in tiny details you want to bring across, if so then it needs to be 
about 300 dpi when you scan.
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1.2: OK! Here's my sketch. Not really anything spectacular. I'm sure you have something more exciting!

Checking my Image>Image Size [ or the shortcut of Alt+Ctrl+I ] tells me it's 586x567 pixels and a resolution 
of 72. If I was going to work on a map I wanted for future reference - or to go to print for a novel - then I 
would work to 300 PPI .

It's also worth mentioning that print can include more than just a novel - magazines, posters etc. Imagine you 
wanted to go to a printing shop and get an A1 poster made to stick up on your wall, to help as a quick 
reference guide as you busy away with your stories, or for desktop gaming - then 300 PPI is what you want. 
So in case you do want that, I'm going to change mine - if you're not bothered about it, you can skip the next 
step.

1.3: Image>Image Size [ if you don't have it open already ] . In resolution, put in 300 pixels/inch Your sketch 
will get bigger on screen, you can zoom out to fit it in using the magnify tool and 'Alt'

1.4:  Create a new document

File > New, Name it. Width and a Height to match your sketch. You can put in any dimensions you like - just 
make sure it's the same or bigger that your sketch and the resolution is the same [ 300 ppi ] 

1. 5: Select your new file. Make sure you have the default black and white as your colours. It doesn't matter 
which are foreground or background.

Filter > Render > Difference Clouds

You can repeat this a few times if you want more complexity. Ctrl+F is the short cut to repeat your last 
selected filter. For now I'll stay with just the once because it will be enough. Now make sure you have your 
sketch to hand - either your original sketch, or the scanned in Photoshop one - you're going to need to 
reference it soon.
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1.6: Image > Adjustments > Threshold [ on your new file ]

Use the slider to get the kind of detail you like. I concentrate on the black as the land mass and the white as 
the sea at this stage. I haven't moved too far from the middle, moving it a touch so I get a bunch of small 
islands as well as the main land. 
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You are also looking for shapes that have similar or are the same as areas on your sketch.

You won't get all the edges of your sketch in one go. Before clicking 'OK', cross reference your sketch 
looking for edges you can use. You might need to move the threshold left or right.

You might see 'coast lines' which perfectly match, or sometimes you just don't see anything at all. If this is 
the case, repeat 1.5 until you get something you can use.

So small steps. When you see something you like, click OK.

Note: Don't forget, once you have OK'd the threshold step, you can invert your image to switch the B&W 
around if that get you what you want.

Image>Adjust>Invert [ Ctrl+I ]

1.7: Use your Lasso Tool [ L ] to draw around an area you like, then Cut [ Ctrl+C ] and Paste [ Ctrl+P ] onto 
your sketch file. A new layer will be automatically created. You might want to drop the Opacity down in your 
Map Sketch file so you can see where you are placing it.  Remember you can use the Transformation Tools 
[ Edit>Transform>Rotate or Flip ] to get your piece into place.

1.8: Continue adding bits. For each layer, Change it to be Multiply, so the white bits you paste down are 
transparent. Return to step 1.5 if you need to get more areas to take from. 
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1.9: You should end up with something like this... I ended up with about 40 layers. Flatten all your multiple 
layers (but not the entire file).  Fill in the remaining land mass with a black, using your Paint brush. 

 1.          2.      3.

1. Checking the original sketch underneath the new layer (30% Opacity)
2. ...turning the new layer Opacity back up to 100%...
3. ...and filling in the rest of the land mass black.

Rivers

I used Black as a stoke colour so I could see more of it and then inverted the colour when I got what I liked. 
But White might be better it's a bit of a personal preference. 

2.0: You go through 1.5 & 1.6 . Then, using your Magic Wand Tool [ W ] click on the image. Create a new 
layer and go Edit > Stroke and give it a number for the larger rivers - I gave mine 20 pixels because I'm 
working to 300dpi. 

2.1: Select all and Copy and Paste that layer to your map. Now select some areas that you like for your 
various rivers on your sketch and delete the rest.

2.2: Now position these and then go through the same process to create smaller rivers that come off the 
bigger ones. 

Note: if you Zoom in 100% or more on the B&W map, you'll see how it's made up. You can go in with a small 
brush and edit bits of the coastline by hand if you wanted to.

2.3: Continue so you have about 3 different sized rivers. I used the same new difference Clouds>Threshold 
map, but each time I hit Stroke I used the values 20, 5 and 2 pixels. I also used the eraser to narrow the 
wider rivers down where they met the thinner parts.
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2.4: Next Merge the River layers together. Then Duplicate that layer. Drop the Opacity of the underlying one 
down to about 15%. 

Choose a soft edged brush and erase away the ends of the rivers so you get a fade off. 
Ideally you want them to fade completely to black to suggest they have got smaller and smaller that you can't 
see them any more.

To do this, you will have to go to the underlying layer and erase some of that away too. Try not to have sharp 
edges, the fade offs should all be subtle and gradual. 

before and after versions ...

2.5: Almost done. to finish, Flatten all layers, Duplicate your map.

2.6: on the top layer, go Filter>Blur> Gaussian Blur. I did one of 2.3. Blur the rivers a bit so they dissolve 
some more. Then get an Eraser with a fall off soft brush and with the eraser tool (not the layer) at 100% 
Opacity, go around the coast lines to bring back the sharpness.

2.5: This is optional, but it can be a nice finish to flatten the entire map again, and do another Gaussian Blur, 
but a tiny 0.3 - 0.5 % (if you're working with a 300 dpi because it all has a different effect at a lower 
resolution)

DONE! I rushed it a bit on the rivers, but this is how mine turned out..
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Good luck with yours!

Additional..Here's a similar technique I used for a competition at Cartographer's Guild .  You can see all 
entries here . First,this is the image we all worked from for the competition ( drawn by RobA )
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...and my entry. 

I recreated the map because I wanted a higher resolution

You can see the full 2048x2048 pixel resolution here, and the work in progress thread here
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